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27 patients left us feedback 

(1% didn't answer or gave a neutral response) 

Spread of responses 

96% 
patients likely to 
recommend us 

3% 
patients unlikely to 

recommend us 

 

 

 

 

Online 0

Paper 27

App 0

Other 0
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How likely are you to recommend our GP Practice to friends and family if they need similar care or treatment? 

Can you tell us why you gave that response? 

Positive comments 

None currently reviewed for this month. 

Negative comments 

None currently reviewed for this month. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extremely likely 25

Likely 1

Neither likely nor unlikely 0

Unlikely 1

Extremely unlikely 0

Don't know 0

Not answered 0

Always helpful and understanding  

Well - I always get good service, advice and a well balanced discussion.  

Doctors and nurses and admin always helpful and pleasant.  

Well organised, friendly.  

I had exactly the treatment expected  

Always helpful staff and pleasant surroundings  

Efficient and friendly service  

All staff helpful, pleasant and very efficient  

The service I receive has always been very good  

Always very pleased with attention we receive  

I have always received positive response from most who deliver care.  

The flu jab Saturday was very well organised and we passed through very quickly. well done.  

Everyone are always friendly and helpful.  

It is a good Practice.  

My doctor has been great  

Friendly and efficient  

Always had good care  

We have had a great service from this practice for over 20 years.  

Always been very happy with the Practice, lovely doctors and staff.  

Very efficient flu injection morning!  

Well organised, quick and efficient treatment, friendly staff.  

Don't want too many people joining our surgery or the waiting time will be longer. other than that, you are all doing a great job.  

Excellent doctors - any issue is the length of time you wait to get an appt. That is an issue for those deciding how many houses to build - not 
a reflection on the surgery or its excellent staff.  

The surgery - doctors and receptions have always been kind and helpful to us.  

Everyone very helpful and friendly  

Very satisfied with service  

Always given best possible attention  
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